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I.

INTROXICTiaSI - STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

I.

INTRCBUCTICaj

STATEMEM" OF PROBLEM

Learning handicajped students have failed to show imich success
in a regular classroom. Therefore, they have been removed and put in
a special class for students that have similar problems. If they have
not been renoved, they are receiving remediation from a specialist.
Ihese students seem to develop negative feelings about themselves.

Their failure to perform up to the academic standards of a regular
classroom situation usually results in a poor self-image.
Mexican-American children seem to have some difficulties in

the school system also. They have come into a school with different
values and ideas.

Studies recognize that the way a student feels about himself/
herself will generally determine how successful he/she will be acade
mically and socially. Children with a positive self-concept leam more
effectively than those vho have a negative self-concept.

Self-ccncept is inportant to most individuals. Any person

experiencing a series of failures will undoubtedly experience a loss of
self-confidence and self-worth.

Learning handicapped students

esqperience such losses often in school. A positive self-image is
critical to a student's successful performance in school. If the
stvdents are to be successful in their academic, cognitive activities,

they need to have Success in the affective domain as well. "A slew
learner vho nevertheless has a good self-image, makes slow, but steady

progress. Therefore, ego-building is of prinnary inportance for the
child."!
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People are not bom with a self-image, but rather it is a
learned idea.

This writer feels that a teacher can effect changes in

a student's self-image.

It is the purpose of this paper to show the significance of a
self-concept curriculum for the learning handicapped student at the

elementary school level. This type of curriculum is of primary

irrportance in the educational process. The curriculum will csDnsist of
ideas and strategies that will successfully achieve a positive effect
on the students' self-images.

Ihe curriculum designed is geared toward a particular population;

that population being a l^fexican-American farming cotmunity in Southern
California. The School District gave the following statistics to help
describe the population that goes to school in this area.
Student Ethnic Groups
Hispanic
Vhite

Asian/Pacific Islanders
American Indian

1981 (1)
88.24
9.57
.26

Black

.37
.62

Philipino

.9;4
100.00%

1980 (2)

1979 (3)

87.62
9.63
1.19
.88
.68

86.23

100.00%

100.00%

11.11
1.30

.51
.85

1978 (3)
83.32
13.53
1.35
.92
.88

100.00%

Elementary school children in the bilingual program in this
district nunter 69%. Limited English speakers number 47% and there are

37% classified as fluent English speakers. The primary language is

Spanish and 84% of Kindergarten through sixth grade children speak
Spanish at home.
Students that receive free lunches in this district number 79%

of the populaticjn; 10% of these students pay reduced prices for lunch
and the remaining 11% of the population pay full price.
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Migrant students in the district number 33%. Children that are

in special education programs number 9%.^
This population has a very limited outside stimuli. They have

no mcvie theaters, full-time public libraries, colleges, TV stations
nor museums.

Lack of a positive self-concept is certainly an individual

problem, but the elements listed above seem to have negative effects on
a group's self-image as a vh.ole.

This area has a high percentage of migrants or unskilled workers,

the English speaking status is very limited, many are receiving welfare

benefits, and the environment is deprived, and education is not a high
priority in the family units' eyes.

For many Mexican-American children, entry into the public school

system is a negative one because these elements contribute to a low
self-esteem. They seon to have difficulties in academics partially
because of environmental influences.

This is even more of a barrier

for the Learning HardicaEped child. He/She not only has to withstand
environmental influences, but has identified learning disorders on top
of it. This double (±>stacle makes it very difficult for the Leajming

Haixlicapped student to feel good about himself/herself.
This self-enhancemsnt program is seriously needed in school for

children with these special needs. The Learning Handicapped child has

an erratic style in his/her learning patterns. It is very difficult
for them to leam and their self-concept is usually damaged.

The

Learning Handicapped have many barriers to deal with in school and at
home. That is vhy educators must try and build up the children's selfesteem. Self-esteem has been described as a person's ongoing evaluation
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of himself. The learning disabled child experiences the same early

influences as children in general. When reaching school age, the c±iild
must rely on early ej^riences and self-esteem for support in meeting
academic challenges. If low self-esteem has been established in early

years, the child will not have the inner strength and feeling of control
to avoid helpless feelings.

Every child needs strength, a sense of achievement, a feeling of
confidence in dealing with school curriculum. Due to the difficulty of

being Learning Hardicapped, many students find it hard to meet their
needs for positive self-estean within the traditional curriculum. If

the Learning Handicapped student is to leam a positive self-image,
then the classroon setting must provide activities that will foster
self-esteem and help him to meet this need for esteem.
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DEFINITION
■

i

■

:

•

'

Uie definition of the tem Learning Haridicapped is described on

:

this page for the purpose of this paper. The definition was taken from
a booklet put out by the Office of Riverside County Superintendent of
Schools, Riverside County Special Education Service Region, Special
Education Eligibility Criteria, Page 4.

i

■

■

■■

■

■

I

LEARNING HANDICAPPED (SPECIAL DAY CLASS)
A, Specific Learning Disability: A pupil may be assessed as

I

having a specific learning disability vdien each of the
following exists:

(1) A discrepancy of two standard deviations exist between
intellectual ability and achievement in two or more of
the following acadonic areas:
(a)

Oral expression

(b)

Listening corprehension

(c)

Written expression

(d) Basic reading skills and reading ccxrprehension
(e)

Mathematics calculations and mathemati.cs reasoning

AND:

(2) The discrepancy in the above academic area(s) shall be
due to a specific learning disability vhich disrupts the
continuity of learning and the capacity to perform.
"Specific Learning Disability" means a disorder in one
or itore of the basic psychological processes involved in
understandirg or in using language, spoken or written,
vdiich may manifest itself in an irtperfect ability to
listen, think, speak, read, write, spell, or to do mathe
matical calculations. The term includes such condifions

as perceptual handicaps, brain injury, minimal brain
disfunction, dyslexia, and develcpnsntal ajAiasia (provided
under Ccmnunicatively Handicapped Criteria). The term
does not include children who have learning problems

v^iich are primarily the result of visual, hearing or of

'

environmental, cultural, or econcmic disadvantage.

I

AND:

i

(3) Uie discrepancy cannot be corrected through other regular
or categorical services offered within the regular in

i

structional program.
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OR;

B. Educationally Retarded: A student my qualify for Special
Day Class Program vdio has been identified as educationally
retarded by a school psychologist through the approved
identification procedures of the California State Department
of Education. Such pupils do not need to exhibit a discrep
ancy between ability and achievement.

!

'A

II.

REVIEW OF LITERATUEE
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II.

REVIEW OF LITERA.TUEE

An individual's success in school is greatly dependent upon

their self-concept. Self-concept plays a major role in the life of
most individiaals. Anyone experiencing a series of failures will

undoubtedly experience a loss of self-confidence and self-worth.
Leairning Handicapped youngsters experience such losses continually at
4

school aixJ at hone.

Ihe Learning Handicapped student is not capable of handling the
academics of the regular classroon and because of their poor performance,

they usually have low self-worth. Ihis problan is magnified by the way
in which a special education child is labeled at school. The labeling
of these stvidents by the school personnel has a negative affect on the

child's feelings about himself/herself^ Writers seem to agree that
labeling has gone on in the public schools for years and the special
educaticn child's self-esteem suffers from it.

Placing a student in a special education class could harm their
self-esteem. Ihe regular classroom students and teachers could lock at
them as different and not accept them. According to seme writers, the

Learning Handicapped child tends to be socially rejected ■when they
enter the mainstream of school.

Educational planning should avoid negative labels because the

child should see himself/herself as a desirable member of society^
Educational intervention techniques should maintain and enhance self-

concept of the individual childj The official labeling of students
with learning disabilities serves to "set up" the child, as illustrated

by Brojhy and Good, and Rosenthal and Jacobsen. When a pupil is seen
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as handicapped, a logical explanation is provided for as to v^y he/^e
■ ' ■

.

■

i

■

,

.

.

.

cannot leam. As a result, the teacher does not expect him/her to leam

very much, and often he/she doesn't. This is largely because he/^e is
8

not stirnulated to do so^

Labeling places -tdie blame for low achievemannt and failure

directly on the child rather than the si±>ject matter or the teacher.
The child's self-esteem is lowered and the way he/^e feels about himi ■

■

■

■

self/herself will generally determine how successful he/she will be

academically and socially. Self-concept relies heavily on the opinion
9

of those vdio are significant in our lives. Psychologists and educators

report that a student's self-concept affects the level of achievement,
ability to adjust to the demands of environment and general state of
v^ll being

Black depicts the typical Learning Handicapped child as claiming
that he/she does not c^e about school and learning. This is his/her
continuous failujre in school.

These children develop a sense of

inferiority vAiich they internalize and it usually affects learning and
12

their personal well being.

Self-estean is developed over the years. First, the pre-school

child begins to understand the concept of "me". Fran ages 6 to 12, the
, . ■

■

■

I

'

■

■

child then goes to school and attatpts to accotplish learning. Hie.

child hopefully experiences success and develops a positive feeling
about himself/herself and his/her abilities, vhich will help him in

his/her future tasks.| In seme cases, the child will experience failure
I

13

in these activities at school and will develop a poor sense of self.

Many learning disabled children have not been a success in school.
Posenberg and Gaier state, "There is a significant and persistent
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relationship between self-cx)ncept and achievonent at all levels of
education"

These authors have conducted a study of boys in a special

class, matched than with normally achieving boys of the same intelligence
to see what their self-estean was like.

It was found that there was a

significant lower self-esteem in the areas of general self, social self,

peers and acadanics with the Learning Handicapped boysP
A review of the literature reveals the fact that Learning

Handicapped students seem to have a strong need for dirproving their
self-concept. Therefore, a self-concept program should be included in
the classrocan curriculxim.

According to Seligman, the learning disabled child tends to be
less rewarding to teachers and their families than his non—disabled
counterpart. The learning disabled child receives less positive
reinforcenent.

This seems to have a definite influence on the youngster's

opinion of himself. The learning disabled child has a constant feeling
16

of anxiety about school because the teachers do not understand him/her.
Tteachers must attend to self-esteem in the classrocm.

been said that it is a fundamental need of man.

It has

Without an adequate

degree of self-awareness in the classrocm, the potential of our pupils
will not be fulfilled. A teacher does have an affect on her students'

perceptions of self-worth. Brophy explains that her role is a very

hrportant one in developing self-esteem. "Any person vho is intimately
involved in the administration of rewards and punishments is in a

position to become a significant other. It is not merely the ability
or responsibility of administering the system that makes a teacher a

significant other, rather it is the manner in vMch he uses his

authority that causes him to have potent inpact^^
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How teachers interact with students is iirportant along with the
use of enhancenient activities.

Teachers must develcp a highly positive

teacher-pupil relationship along with a specialized program in the

development of self-worth. A teacher should provide a secure environ
ment in vhich the stiadent feels safe to leam.

She ccmmunicates

structure to him/her and shews him/her that he is expected to perform

and behave in a certain fashion. According to research, it supports

the position v^ich proposes that a positive teacher-pupil relation^ip
18

tends to enhance the pupil's self-esteem and achievementr

J. W. Staines (1958) studied the comments of a group of teachers

and found that pupils with teachers viio use fair methods gave positive
reinforcement and gave consideration to the child's self-concept, and
made positive changes in self-concept. Ihis is probably due to the

experience of feeling useful, competent and appreciated. Teachers vdio
were not interested in the child's individual needs and enphasized

correctness of s\±»ject matter, found their students to be insecure and

maladjusted in a classroom situation. Staines believes that it is
clear that teaching methods can be adopted so that definite changes of
the self will occur.

The literature states that self-esteen is a major
19

variable that affects the development of children.

It seems that the

educational systens have been unsuccessful in their attorpts to develop

the potential of the children. Ihe system has not yet realized the
importance of self-esteon. Ihis is illustrated by the vast number of
20

high school dropouts and underachievers we have in this country.

Coletan states that underachievement is a serious problem in our

schools. He says that between 20 and 50 percent of the student popula
tion are underachievers.
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Teaciiers usually errphasize the development of cognitive skills.

Ihey have generally ignored the affective dciraain. This type of neglect
in our school system's curricniL\m has contributed greatly to many
educational and social problons. For instance, L. T. Yeudall studied
incarcerated juvenile delinquents and found 78 percent of than were
21

underachievers.

Self-esteem and achievenent are so closely related

that it is essential that educators develop programs designed to ittprove

self-concept. The public is putting strong demands on educators to
becone more effective in developing students' academic abilities. They

want the school systems to produce citizens vdio are capable of function
22

ing productively in society. In order to inprove the type of person
graduating from school, the educators must work on self-esteem needs of
the individuals.

These needs can be met through self-concept enhancement

activities and a teacher's positive awareness of her students.

Any model of curriculum for building self-esteem cannot be
effective unless there ar^ administrators, teachers, counselors aiKl

other school personnel vho are dedicated to effectively playing their
roles in carrying out the design. School personnel should believe in

the inprovement of self-concept or it will not be as effective in the
schools.

Maslow lists esteem among the basic needs of all human beings.

He explains, "that the need for esteem must be adequately satisfied
before the individual can irove canfortably toward gratifying his need
.

23

to actualize his ccmraon and unique potential for learning".
. I ,;

Researchers have found that teachers should train both hemispheres

of the brain, the right and the left. The left being the verbal,

syirbolic, logical side and the right,being the feeling, spatial.

- 14
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relaticffial, holistic side of the brain.

The left side of the brain has

been trained in traditional education and the right side has been

usually neglected. Researchers are finding in order for a person to
function in an integrated manner, both sides of the brain must be
25

addressed in the educational systan.

By developing a child's self-concept, v<hich includes enhancing
intuitive thinkirig and creative pov^ers, they will be able to meet new
challenges of the future.

The traditional educational training should not be ignored, but

also be a part of the global process of learning. If the educator can
train the twc parts, then the future of education will move toward a

new age. This new age will create learners vdio have a holistic view on
26

life.

In turn, America will have a successful educational system.

The mind is a very powerful tool if developed properly says

Sheila Ostrander of Super Learning. "We are just beginning to discover
the virtually limitless capacities of the mind....", carments Jean
27

Itouston, President of the Association for Humanistic Psychology. The
development of students' self-concept is of primary importance.
The activities in this project relax students so they can better

think, plan and leam. These activities make the job of teaching mere

satisfying and more effective. If a person leams to manage their
vhole energies, then they will be a more effective student.
Evidence shows that time used in self-concept activities can

produce net increase in learning. The activities seem to be able to
make available to students more of their intelligence and creativity
28

and they help to remove their block to cognitive functioning.
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Some teachers have found no evidence that procediares help with

learning, but neither do they find that they reduce learning. They feel

that stijdents somehow leain as much as they ever did, even after part
29

of the class time is taken for the self-enhancement activities.

According to reports, teachers feel that such activities are
justified in terms of iroproved classroon climate and non-academic
student growtli, vdiich they feel then has a positive effect on academic
growth.

Vfe see stress as a serious problem these days. Activities in
the area of self-concept building can relieve seme of these tensions.
The anxieties of students are reduced and students' concentration is

iirproved.

The classroom becomes a more productive environment.

Affirmations are one of the great self-concept activities.

They

raise a person's self-esteem by sending positive messages to self.

An

affirmation "is a positive thought that you consciously choose to
31

inroerse in your consciousness to produce a desired result".

Affirma

tion technique is a way of giving your mind an idea on purpose. By
repetition, by writing or thinking it, you can feed your mind positive
32

thoughts and achieve your desired goal.

It has been the intent of the project to show the significance
of a self-concept program for the Learning Handicapped stiidents.

A

review of the literature reveals that there is a strong need for a self-

concept enhancement program within our school system.

If these types

of programs are implemented in the classrooms, there will be positive
self-concept results.

It is the responsibility of the schools to educate handicapped

youth in a meaningful way that will help the student become a productive
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and independent member of society. Itiis may be accomplished by providing
these students the opportxanity in a self-concept enhancement program.

III.

PROCEDURE
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HI.

PROCEDURE

■Hie primary focus of this project has been to report on the

inportance of including self-concept activities in the Learning

Handicapped elementary school curriculum. Ihe writer has found the need
for a self-concept program in daily cl^sroon lessons.

The infoimation given in this project can also be useful to ^

regular classrocm teachers. The curriculum shown gives teachers scxne

practical ideas and activities to use to inprove a child's self-concept
in the classroom.

Ihe author of this project has used many of these activities
that are listed in her own classroom.

She has found them to have had

a positive effect on her students' self-esteem.
Ihe activities chosen for this booklet seem to have worked best

for Learning Handicapped students. The activities written have been

gathered from several different sources. Ihey have been adapted by the
writer from various books, counselors, wcrkshcps, other teachers,

and TV programs. Ihese particular lessons listed have been
chosen because of popular usage in many classrooms.

The self-concept program is a separate booklet. An introduction
is included which states the reasons and objectives for having a selfconcept program in the school system.

This writer lists specific activities used for the enhancatent

of self-concept. These activities are written so that any teacher may

easily follow directions to conduct the lesson. The activities include
all information necessary to carry out the lessons.

- 19 

A video tape accorpanies this project. It gives an overview of

sane of the self-concept activities. Ihe tape was filtned in the writer's
own classroom. The tape gives exairples of some of the favorite activi
ties used during the year. These activities have been explained in
full detail and are included along with the other activities listed.

The tape gives a valid view of the importance of using this type of
curriculum in a classroom.

It shows the sincere interaction of the

students as they work through these activities. The activities shown

on this tape are, Relevation Exercises, Guided Imagery, Heart Talk and
Self Messages, and a positive reinforcanent technique is also diown.

IV.

LIMITATION
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IV.

LZMimTIC^

ihe limitation in developing a self-concept curriculum is that

there is a prcblan in the definition. Self-concept can mean different

things to different people. It tends to be an area in vhich individuals
have personal biases and conflicting opinions. Self-concept is not a
well-defined area of curriculum.

Teachers of elementary children have traditionally enphasized

the development of cognitive skills. The special education teachers
tend to teach the three "R*s" also because cognitive develcpment is

seen as one of the primary goals in the Individual Educational Plan.

These teachers ignore the affective dcmain of the develcping child. A

public trend toward teaching of the basics puts limits on the teacher's
approach to education. "The conventional curriculum taps a very narrow

range of skills, concentrating almost solely on reading and verbal
skills, such as speaking and writing, yet rarely erofhasizing alternative,
intellectual abilities in art, athletics, creativity and thinking, for
oo

example. This concentration on cognitive ^ill leaves little time for
activities in the curriculum vhich develop the affective dcmain.

Pressures are put on the teacher for a particular type of program

and they losually feel there is no time for self-concept enhancCTient-type
activities.

Many educators do not realize the inportances of inclijding

self-conceprt activities in their curriculum. They do not understai^
that this neglect in curriculim could be a major contributor to many
academic achievement problems in their classrocms.
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The evaluation arid measurement of the self-concept curriculum is

a limitation.

It is difficult to determine how much a person's self-

concept has irrproved because it is an individual matter. What does
irrprove a student's self-concept becomes a hard task to acccnplish.
Brpirical data is lacking in regard to the effectiveness of
activities used to erihance self-concept.
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INTRDDUCTICN

INTR(X)UCTION

The piirpose of this booklet is to acquaint the reader with a
variety of activities that may be used to inoprove handicapped learners'
self-concept. These activities are specifically designed to enhance
a child's affective thinking process.
People are not bom with a self-image, but rather it is learned.
This means that a teacher can effect changes in a student's self-image.
"A student with a positive self-concept will leam more effectively
34

than those vho have a negative self-concept."

Therefore, using

self-concept activities in the classroon should be a natural part of
the ed\Jcational process.
These activities can be easily done in the classroom daily or

weekly.

The instructions are very clear and can be done in a small

or large group situation.

These activities pronote cooperation. The sharing of a cannon

goal among group members creates an interdependence between members.

They are selected because they can be successful experiences vhich
decrease the possibility of frustration and failure vhich then increases
a matiber's self-concept.

You must use your own imaginations and envision the students

doing these activities; you may want to make changes. Make sure the

language you use is appropriate for yo\ir students. Use these ideas
as guidelines and incorporate your own ideas. Use them in a way that
suits your style and your particular situation.

These activities suggest ideas and strategies that will teach
skills useful for constructively and positively managing energies.

They will successfiilly achieve a positive effect on the students'
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self-inage. Tliese changes cannot happen overnight, but evolve over

a period of time in a gradual manner. Therefore, the tasks must be
dcaie often enough to have seme effect on your class.
A teacher must extend respect and freedom to students vhen

presenting these materials. This is done within the framework of a
set of clearly defined rules concerning appropriate bdiavior. Thus,
the child has a standard against which he can measure his own degree

of performance. The child must leam to listen to others. There must

be no put downs in group activities. This must be enforced to meet
with success. The teacher must have a positive attitude about activi

ties also. He/she must prcroote high goals for the students and then

help to meet than. The students then will respond to these activities
with interest and vigor. Their acccraplishments will be something to
be proud of for themselves and you.
These activities should be done once a day in the classroom.

The short activities take anywhere from 5 to 15 minutes depending on

class size. The long activities can be done once a week as larger

projects which can take up to 60 minutes. Small groups of 5 to 10
students are recotrmended, but the activities can be done with a class

of 30. If a large number of students are participating in activities,

give directions to entire class and then divide the class into smaller

groups of 5 to 10 students. They can work an activity together with
the teacher overlooking the groups and giving guidance. Each small

group should have a leader to help with directions.
These activities do not have to be done in any particular order.

The teacher should read through each activity and make a choice of what
she feels most ccmfojrtable with and is willing to try. Vhen the students
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and teacher feel comfortable with each other, they will leam to enjoy
these activities even more.

,

There is a video tape included as part of this booklet that
visually demonstrates exarrples of four activities described in this

booklet.

This will give the teacher an overall insight on self-concept

iroprovonent techniques used in seme of these activities.

Hie cooperation

between the students and the teachers is evident in this tape.

It takes

ccaisiderable time to build vp a relationi^ip of this nature between the

students and teacher. It does not happen inmediately.
The Relaxation exercises are a good way to start the day, to be

used after a recess or lunch, and even before a test.

These exercises

get the energies in your body going and help lessen stress and pressures.
The Qiided Imagery is an activity that -takes a few weeks of

practice. The students can use these techniques in their daily lives to
release them fron the stresses of the day.

Guided Imagery helps students

to understand and knew thanselves.

Ihe Heart Talk is a great small circle group activity. It is used
to help students to use language properly and it helps then get -to know
each other better.

Self-Messages is a s-trong, self-concept irtprovement technique.

It pu-ts positive feelings in a person's mind and gives them a s-trong
feeling.

White chips can be used in your classrocm anytime as a behavioral
-technique. A white chip is given to any student vho makes a proper

response. Students -then receive a reward after a total number of chips
have been collected. Ihe video tape gives -the reader a visual idea of
how these activities should be managed.
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THE CHEERLEADER VT^DATICN

To experience group admiration - Group forms a circle and
one volunteer goes into the center. Rxtus person yells out his
name like a cheerleader. Group yells out, "Rah! Rah! Rah!", then

breaks into applause. Focus person may then tell how this felt.
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CQ^T OF ARMS

To help participants becone more aware of their assets 
Teacher explains that everyone does something really well and
would like you to share vhat you do well. Vfe'll go around the

room and you can tell us vdiat you can do really well. For example,
a person might say, "Wow! Am I a great pianist!"
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TOE CAR VIASH

To experience groi:p affection - Meiribers of the class are
divided into two lines standing close together. One rnarikier walks

through the two lines and as he does, the group ma±»ers express
verbal and non-verbal affection. The person vho was "washed" should

now be sparkling, shiny, cheery, happy and bright. A few more
children itay want to try it. Others may do it another time.
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TEiE POWER OF IMAGERY

To demonstrate the effect mental images have on our feelings

and behavior - Leader, close your eyes, relax, sit in a confortable

position. Imagine that you are standing on the terrace of the top
floor of a very tall building.

Whlk slcwly over to the edge and

look dcwn. Stay with the feelings you now have for a few moments,

then look up for a minute and again lock down. Now walk over to the

other edge of the terrace from vhich you can see the intersection.
What are your feelings? Notice your breathing and your body reactions.
Slowly return to this rocm. Leader, now ask yourself these questions;
1)

What were ray reactions?

2)

How did ity breathing and heart rate feel?

3)

What did we leam from this imaginary experience?

4)

Talk to a partner about how they felt about it.
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REACHING FOR A HIGH

To develop a method to raise one's terrporary mood of low
self-esteem - Leader tells group to get comfortable, close your

eyes, relax, let your tension flow out of your body. Think of a
time vhen you were feeling especially good about yourself. Identify
the scenery, the persons present, the time of day, vdiat the weather

is like. Get fully into the mood of that time and place. Enjoy

being there and watch yourself feel better as you experience that
time and place. When you are ready, come baok slowly and open your

eyes. You will draw strength and energy and be refreshed from doing
this.
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WETFIKTi IN A WHEEIL

A warraup exercise to get to know eacdi other - Put chairs in two
circles, one inside the other, with each chair in the inner circle

facing the chair in the outer circle.

Use an even amount of chairs.

Ask the group to be seated in the chairs with each having a

partner in the other circle. The leader gives them a topic to discuss
with each person having one minute to discuss it. Then, the partner
has one minute to discnass the same tcpic. After that two-minute

discussion, each person in the inner circle moves one seat to the left
and thus has a new partner.

The new pair will then discnass a second

topic, and so on.

Suggested questions are:
1) Talk about a place you like.
2)

A recent vacation you liked.

3)

Scanething you do well.

4)

Something you fixed or repaired.

5)

Nice things people have said about you.

6) An award you received or would like to receive.
7)

What makes you happy?

8)

What makes you mad?

9)

What makes you sad?

10) What is something nice that you have done for someone
recently?
11)

What is scsnething mean that you have done to scxneone
reciently?

12) Talk about someone that has helped you in some way
recently
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13)

How do you feel about yourself?

14)

Tell about a great time you have had.

15) Sorrething you have done in school that you liked.
16) Something you have done in school that you did not like.
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PICK A POSTER

To raise awareness of self-esteem — Share with a group ocmmon

problOTS in self-esteem. Using materials, magazines or pre-distributed
mimeographed sheets with sayings on them, have the grcup make their own
self-esteem posters using the sayings on the sheet to describe their
own feelings, telling about their self-esteem.
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ANIMSIj farm

Tb build self-a\«areness - Facilitator asks each participant

to think of an animal they would like to be. Take five minutes for

each person to think, visualizing the aniital with their eyes closed.
Each person is then asked to discuss;
1) What animal would you like to be?

2) What do you like about the animal?

3) What you do not like about the animal?
4) How are you like the animal?

5) How are you unlike the animal?
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TEiUMB WRESTLING

To have grou^) euq^erience their own assertion style - Each person

finds a partner (sctneone he/she does not know well). Ihey are told to
thunib wrestle and best out of 3 is the winner.

You demonstrate how to

thumb wrestle. Pairs are sitting on the floor, holding each other's

hand with thumbs up. At the count of three, they begin wrestling to
see whose thurrb can force the other one down,

T^df^r tells players to decide vho goes first, then he asks how

they dfy^jdpd vho was going first. What does this say about your assertion
style? The leader asks such questions as:
1) How inportant was it for you to win?

2) Did you figure out a way to try to win?

3) Did winner say anything to loser to make him/her
feel better?

4) Did you compare the size of your thumbs?

5) Did you let your partner win just to be nice once?
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DUAL PERSOSIALITIES

To help participants beccme aware of the fluctuating nature of

self-esteem - The teacher explains that there are times

you feel

good about yourself and there are times vdien you feel bad about your
self. This can happen even during the same day. We will try to find

out vhat things put you in these moods. The teacher asks each student
to take a sheet of paper and draw a line down the middle. On one side,

write down the ways you feel, think and act vhen you are feeling low

about yourself. On the other side, write down the ways you feel, think
and act vhen you are feeling good about ycxirself. Then share with

others vhat you have written. Now try to think of the situations in
vhich you felt good about yourself and the situations vhen you have not
felt so good about yourself. Wiat things happen to make you feel that

way? Share these ideas with others. Discuss with the class how you
could feel better about yourself at times when you feel low.
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NO MATTER WHAT YOJ SM

To strengthen ego 

To experience assertive response to put downs 
To teach methods of self-validation 

says, "VJhat does it mean to put down sateone?" It happens often
in the classrocm and at home. As exaitples, the leader then demDnstrates

with another person. He/She will shout put downs. After each one, the

group will shout in unison, "No matter vhat you say or do to me, I'm
still a worthwhile person." The leader will ask a child to cane up in
front of the roan, put up their arm and think of put downs, tiying to
resist the teacher pushing their arm down. The teacher then tells the
student to think of the words, "No matter what you do or say to me, I'm

still a worthvhile person", and put their arm up. The teacher tries to

push the child's arm down. Then discuss how the arm w/ent down when you
were thinking about put downs and how you were strong thinking about
the saying.
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MJ9CLE REliAXATION

Ihis is an exercise that lets us relax our bodies and minds.

We tighten up and relax our muscles from head to toe. It will help
us relax vhen we get nervous about scmething. Get very confortable,
sit or lie down, relaxing your vhole body.
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A MySTERY BOX

This is designed to enhance sensitivity to touch and ittprove
mental imagery.
Decorate a shoe box.

Cut a hole in it so the hand can fit

through. Place an object of sctne type, such as a pine cone, ball of
cotton, eraser, stone or sponge, in the box. Have the child put his
hand in the box and discuss how it feels without telling vhat he
thinks it is. Let others in the class feel it.

When everyone is

finished, have than tell you vhat they think it is.
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LEARNING ABOUT DIFFERENCES

Hie students are asked to bring in pictures of human differences

to class. Hiey share pictures of people vd.th different clothing, skin

color, v/ays of living, people that are old, young, in vdieelchairs or
blind.

The students are then a^ed to discuss these differences and

how they feel about them. Ihe teacher can bring in outside speakers
with differences.

The students can ask questions about themselves.

An example would be to bring a persai to class frcxn a blind school.
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THE "ME OUTLINE"

Draw around a c±iild on a sheet of butcher paper. Ihen have

the child cut out magazine pictures of things he thinks about, things

he loves and things he wants to do. The pictures of things thought

about are pasted on the head. The pictiires Of things loved are pasted
on the heart area. The arms, vhich are the "do" sections, will have

pictures of activities such as swinging and eating. The "go" sections,
vhich are the legs, may be decorated with pictures of places you have
gone or would like to go see, such as a park or an ocean.
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OWNING YOUR FEELINGS

Tiiis is an exercise designed to help children own and take

responsibility of their feelings.
Have the students get into small groups of about four each.
Have them think of a time in vdiich soneone made them angry. "Hien

they can describe what they did and how that made them feel. Each
student takes a turn doing this.

Now, describe the same situation again, but this time, after

you describe what the other person did or said, cwn the fact that
you chose to be angry and say, "I chose to be angry". Then in each
group, have the students think about and discuss vhat they could
have done or could have chosen to feel instead of anger. During

the discussion, adc the question, "Do you really think someone else
can make you feel?
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LEARNING TO DISSOLVE TENSION

Close yo;ar eyes. Take a few deep breaths. Think of scmething
that is bothering you. Anything bothering you is okay to think of.
Give a name to that bothersome thing and say its name in your head.

As you repeat this name, tension will pr<±)ably show up in some areas

of your body. Focus your attention on a -tense area vhile oon-tinuing
to repeat the name of the bothersome thing in your head. Now, -tighten
the muscles in -that -tense area, hold -the muscles tight, then — RELAX!

Continue tightening and relaxing the tense area, or in any other part

of your body at your own rhythm. Continue un-til saying the name of
the bothersome thing produces no more tension inside you and you feel
free and relaxed.
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RESCUER AND VICTIM GAME

Describe a situation in which there is a persecutor, rescuer
and victim.

Exarrple: Teacher blames c±iild (victim) for sotething he/^e
did not do.

The victim acts helpless and guilty and does not even

try to tell the teacher vtet really happened. Another child (rescuer)

jxitps in and explains what happened, saving the victim frcm being in
trouble.

Have the children act their roles in the situation.

Discuss

how they felt as they played these roles. Do they ever act this way
in real life?

Which role do they usually play? Do they ever see

other people playing these roles?

Now, have them act out the same situation again, but this time
all three players think, take care of themselves, ask for vhat they

want, own their own behavior. Discuss the difference in the way the
players acted this time. How did they feel vdiile being effectivef
thinking for themselves, and taking care of themselves.
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HOW ARE YOU FEEILING?

Have tJie children take turns acting out or miming the different
feelings such as anger, fear, sadness, happiness or excitement.

Have

the other children figure out vdiich feeling is being acted out.
Have each child pick a partner and take turns being angry,
frightened, sad and so on. Ihis should be done non-verbally.
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WHAT DO FEELINGS LOOK LIKE?

Have the children draw a picture of each feeling. Ask the

students to share their pictures with the class and identify vhat

feeling each represents. If they have drawn abstract pictures,
you might ask them vtet their picture means to them.
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WHAT DO FEELINGS SOUND LIKE?

Have children make angry noises, scared noises, sad noises,

happy noises and excited noises. This can be done with the vdiole
class or one at a time.

This activity can also be used as an

effective outlet for the children to vent some feelings.
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I AM LOVaBLE AND CAPABLE

Self-messages - to remind students regularly that they can
help determine their own futures.
When students need their confidence and strength repaired

after a severe loss or punishment, sending messages of imaginative
or ve3±)al messages to oneself to guide one's life, enables us to

give ourselves positive and helpful messages.
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WHAT'S aS[ YOUR MIND

Take a piecje of paper and iteke some notes, or draw some
doodles, or write seme words. Let your crayons or pencil say

what's on your mind or inside your feelings. You won't have to
^are this with others. Take just a nonent, inventory what is

inside of you. If you have nothing on your mind, just draw

aimlessly. Anyone who wishes to share their drawing may do so.
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HEART TALK

Children get around in a circle. They have sharing activities

xising a stuffed heart. Teacher passes around the heart and lets the
children feel it and say scnething about it. Then, after everyone

has had a chance to do that, you can play different games with it.

One of the games,used is the animal talk. The groi:^) can be a^ed if

they had any choice of an animal they would like to be, vhat would
that animal be and vhy. Each child gets a turn that wants to share
their ideas.
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HERE AND NOW WHEEL

Ask stvdents to draw a circle with four lines intersecting

at right angles. Write four words, one on each spoke of the vdieel,
describing how ttey are feeling right now. Then ask then to choose
one of the foin: words and esqjand it into two sentences.
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AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL QUESTI(3SnSIMRES

Usually done at the beginning of the year. A questionnaire
asking personal information, along VTith likes and dislikes.
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TEiE NAME GAME

Hie class sits in a circle.

The teacher starts by saying,

"I am I^s. Hart". The first student to her right says, "I am Jim

and that is Mrs. Hart". ,This process is continued around the circle

until the last person has completed reciting everyone's name.
Hie second time around, each person mast add something that

he or ^e is good at in addition to his/her name. For example,
"I am sewing, Mrs. Hart".
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THE MAGIC BOX

Construct a "Magic Box" which can be any kind of box with a

mirror placed in it so as to reflect the face of anyone viho looks

inside. Begin the activity by asking the class, "Who do you think
is the itDst special person in the world?" After allowing the students

to respond, you say, "Wtell, I have a magic box witJi ite today and each

of you will have a chance to look inside and find out v^o is the most

iirportant person in the world." After all the children have had their
turns, a^ the group vdio the most special person is.
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PRIDE LINE

Ask students to make a statement about a specific area of

bdiavior beginning with, "I am proud that I

For example,

you might say, "I'd like you to mention something you've done for
your parents or for a friend that you are proud of".
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SUCCESS-A-DAY

At the end of the day, have the students share with the
rest of the class the successes that they have had d\iring the day,

or vAiat they feel that they have learned that day.
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OOLLAGE OF SELF

Each Student itBkes a collage entitled,

Magazines,

cardboard, scissors, and paste are sxipplied for each student.

They should cut out and collect pictures, words, and syiribols that

are representative of themselves; things they like to do, things
they own, things they would like to own, places they have seen,

people they admire, etc. Then they paste these pictiires and
words to the cardboard to make the collage.

After they finidi, students can share their collages with
each other.
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SEU'-PORTRAIT

Self-portraits can be created fron memory or from itarrors.
Students can pick from a variety of media.
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ON MY MIND

First, make silhouettes of each child in class.

Trace the

shadow of the child's head with a pencil, ard then cut it out and
mount it on a piece of paper.
Then, the students are to cut out words, pictures, etc.,

that represent their personal thoughts. Thus, they are making a
collage of their current concerns. Later, these pictures can be
shared with the class.
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OBJECT SHARING

Vforking in a small group, bring an object to group and say,
"I vrould like to share sotething with you that gives me a good

feeling." Explain vAiy the object is meaningful to you. For
example, "Here is a necklace that soneone I like very much gave to
me. Whenever I wear it, I am roninded of that person and I get a

good feeling". Then say, "I would like to give you a chance to
share scmething with us and tell us how it gives you a good feeling",
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POSITIVE MAMRAM

the students to close their eyes and repeat, in lonison,
this chant:

"No natter vhat you say or do to me, I'm still a

wcrthvhile person".

If done repeatedly, this can put a positive

feeling into the students' minds. You can also have the class chant:
"I am a great reader and I enjoy it". You may use any s\±)ject or
thing in place of reader.
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STUDENT OF THE WEEK

Place the names of all your students in a box. Each wedc,
in front of the class, draw one of the names out of the box, ihe
student vhose name is drawn becomes the student of the wedc.

Ask the rest of the class to state the things they like about
the chosen student.

Write a list of the good qualities on a large

piece of paper, write the student's name on the top of the paper
and/or have the student of the week bring in a picture of himself/
herself. Post the picture, name and the list of good qualities on
the bulletin board.
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POSITIVE FEELINGS

Draw a pictijre and write a story about something that makes
the students feel very good.
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BCDY TRACING

Have each student lie down on a piece of paper folded in half,

vdiile his partner traces an outline of his/her body. Ihe student then
colors in the figure, front and back, and cuts it out. You then

staple the paper body together a little at a time, stuffing a section
at a time with newspaper. Ihis provides a life-sized, self-portrait
for each child.
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HAPPY PACKAGE

Have the class sit in a circle.

Ask the stiodents to pretend

that they can have a package any size or shape they want. Inside

I

this imaginary package, they are to place whatever it is in the
world that would make them happy. Ask the students to share with

the rest of the group vtet would be in the package and vAiy it would
make them happy.
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PHOTO ALBUM

Have each student bring in a baby picture of themselves.

Put the pictiare in a photo album and discuss the likes and
differences of each picture. Play a guessing game, trying to
decide v^ich of the bal^ pictures belong to vAicm.
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WISHING

If you v^ere granted three wi^es, what vrauld they be?

Draw a picture of all three wishes and write the wi^es beside
than. Later they can be shared with the class.
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INCgyiPLETE SENTENCES

The students must cxarplete sentences, either verbal or written.
For exaitple:

"I really get a lot of pleasure vhen I
"If I were President, I would

idea of a good job is
"I'd like iry friends to
"I love to

"I hate to ...."

"I feel best when people ...."
"If I were older ...."
"I wish ,..."

"I can't understand why ...."

"ly^ favorite place is ...."
"Other kids ...."
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iMY MENU

Stixients vd.ll leam about individual differences by making

iienus.

Each student v/ill put together an individml menu of favorite

foods for a specific meal. Menus vd.ll be shared for a discussion of
individual likes and dislikes.
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GUESS WHO

Students will leam about individual differences through

a game using stories about themselves. Each student will write
or name a list of characteristics and interests vAiich describe

him/her. A game leader will read off an individual's list viiile
the class tries to guess whose list it is.

